With the increasing popularization of cloud computing, how to reduce physical energy consumption and increase resource utilization while maintaining system performance has become a research hotspot of virtual machine deployment in cloud platform. Although some related researches have been reported to solve this problem, most of them used the traditional heuristic algorithm based on greedy algorithm and only considered effect of single-dimensional resource (CPU or Memory) on energy consumption. With considerations to multi-dimensional resource utilization, this paper analyzed impact of multi-dimensional resources on energy consumption of cloud computation. A multi-dimensional resource constraint that could maintain normal system operation was proposed. Later, a novel virtual machine deployment method (NVMDM) based on improved particle swarm optimization (IPSO) and Euclidean distance was put forward. It deals with problems like how to generate the initial particle swarm through the improved first-fit algorithm based on resource constraint (IFFABRC), how to define measure standard of credibility of individual and global optimal solutions of particles by combining with Bayesian transform, and how to define fitness function of particle swarm according to the multi-dimensional resource constraint relationship. The proposed NVMDM was proved superior to existing heuristic algorithm in developing performances of physical machines. It could improve utilization of CPU, memory, disk and bandwidth effectively and control task execution time of users within the range of resource constraint.
Introduction
Due to increasingly expanding network application services and limited physical resources, there is a strong desire of high-efficiency resource integration under current network environment. Such resource integration could enhance reasonable distribution of physical resources, lower cost per unit resources and increase users' utilization of desired physical resources. In current distributed computing environment, functions of physical resources desired by users are mainly reflected as encapsulated virtual machines. Therefore, resource scheduling process could be viewed as a process of searching virtual machines [1] [9, 10] . In the process of resource scheduling [30] , one of the key problems is how virtual machines choose corresponding physical nodes quickly and reasonably under the premise of meeting all different application service levels. If the supporting physical machine could be chosen quickly during virtual resource deployment according to comprehensive factors, physical resource utilization and users' satisfaction will increase significantly. Most existing researches viewed the multi-dimensional vector packing as the mapping problem from virtual machine to physical machine [2] [11, 12] . This is a NP-hard problem which has optimal solution. But it's hard to find out the optimal solution within a reasonable time limit. At present, it is often solved by heuristic algorithm [3] [13] . However, existing researches concerning virtual machine deployment in cloud computing mainly focus on optimization of one certain dimension, such as guarantee of service level goal, reduction of physical nodes, cost reduction for virtual machine migration, reduction of energy consumption, etc. Chokoufe Nejad et al. [4] and J. Xu et al. [14] dealt with static virtual machine deployment based on genetic algorithm, but they didn't take expenses for virtual machine migration into account. M. Chen et al. [15] integrated virtualized nodes in cloud computing data center, which was described as a random packing optimization problem. It only considered CPU resources, but neglected other dimensional resources (e.g. Memory). ZP. Peng et al. [5] and MF. Li et al. [16] proposed a management framework for virtual machine deployment in cloud computing, but they neglected expenses and system energy consumption which users were highly concerned. Bhutani et al. [6] and S. Sawant [17] proposed a virtual machine deployment mechanism based on genetic algorithm. Supported by historical data of cloud platform and state of the current system,this mechanism could reach a good load balance of a specific-dimensional resource at a low cost for virtual machine deployment. Nevertheless, it failed to reflect resource utilization and related physical energy consumption in cloud platform. Cerroni Walter et al. [7] , J. Xu et al. [14] and MF. Li et al. [16] regarded virtual machine deployment as single-dimensional packing and multi-dimensional goal optimization, respectively. But they neither discussed resource costs for virtual machine migration nor involved complicated dynamic virtual machine deployment. They only coped with static deployment of virtual machines. Virtual machine deployment was decomposed into combinational optimization of specific-dimensional resources [8] [18, 19] . Based on the genetic algorithm, they still emphasized on static virtual machine deployment and didn't take dynamic migration of virtual machines as an influencing factor.
Although tremendous research results on virtual machine deployment in cloud platform have been achieved, some over emphasized on utilization of physical resources and neglected energy consumption of physical machines. This paper combined energy consumption and physical resource during virtual machine deployment. Additionally, most researches on virtual machine deployment strategy made single-dimensional optimization based on a certain rule, failing to get the universal optimal solution. A high-efficiency virtual machine deployment strategy shall consider dependence of multi-dimensional constraints comprehensively. Main contributions of this paper include four aspects below: (1) In this study, we proposed an improved PSO-based virtual machine deployment method involving multi-dimensional user demands. It analyzes virtual machine deployment from improvement of resource utilization and reduction of energy consumption of physical machines. (2) We proposed an improved first-fit algorithm based on resource constraint (IFFABRC) in this paper, which can be used to generate the initial positions of virtual machines efficiently. (3)We proposed a measurement criteria of virtual machine deployment based on Euclidean distance which is multi-dimensional, involving CPU, Memory, Disk and Bandwidth. This criteria is different with other traditional ways which are allways in a single dimension(CPU or Memory). (4)In our deployment method, cloud computing center can analyze desired physical resources of users. In this way we can deal with the resource requirements of user task easily. From this view, a multi-dimensional resource constraint relationship that could maintain normal system operation was proposed.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the problem description. Section 3 describes virtual machine deployment method based on energy consumption criterion. Section 4 describes experimental environment setting and result comparison. Section 5 concludes the paper and describes our future work.
Problem Description
Energy consumption is an important challenge for the resources management of cloud data center. With the quick development of data centers, energy consumption problem is increasing prominently. Data center not only wastes the physical energy, but also has negative impact on the environment. The unreasonable resource allocation and the increase of infrastructure construction of data center are the main factors of energy consumptions. Research methods of efficient virtual machine deployment for cloud data center have important influence on reducing energy consumption and improving the utilization rate of resources.
Resources of physical node consist of CPU, memory, disk, bandwidth, etc. At present, with the purpose of energy saving, some virtual machine placement methods only take consideration of single-dimension resource (for example, CPU or Memory) which ignored influences of other system resources on energy consumption. In fact, any dimensional resource (such as CPU, memory, bandwidth, disk) of the physical node has important influence on the comprehensive utilization of energy efficiency for physical nodes. In this paper, resource constraint relationships based on the four dimensions of resources (CPU, memory, bandwidth, and disk) are established. The constraint relationships among the resources are established. The Euclidean distance of ideal virtual machine deployment point combined with CPU, memory, disk and bandwidth of all the enabled physical nodes in the data center is used to measure the deviation degree between current system and the best system during the process of virtual machine deployment.
The smaller the deviation degree is, the better the virtual machine deployment effect is. That is to say, the four dimensional physical resources are all be saved. So energy consumption saving can be achieved by reducing the number of the enabled physical nodes. The definition of Euclidean distance is defined in section 2.4.2.
User submits task request to the cloud computing center through a specific port. To protect successful accomplishment of this task, matched physical resources shall be allocated to this user mainly in virtual machines. Supply excess will cause resource waste, whereas supply shortage will result in failure of the task. If only physical resource demanded by virtual machines are offered, the task performance will be affected significantly even though it could be accomplished. In practice, many users submit applications of different physical resources simultaneously. To avoid mutual influence of users, virtual machines shall be independent from each other. The cloud computing center has to provide various resources to accomplish user tasks, including CPU, memory, hard disk, network resources and so on. Therefore, virtual machine deployment can be viewed as a problem that how physical resources meet multi-dimensional goal. Each dimension is one of physical resources of physical machines and resources demanded by every virtual machine are the corresponding multi-dimensional vector.
The high-efficient reasonable deployment of virtual machines in this paper is to put multiple virtual machines onto multiple reasonable physical nodes according to different requirements of users. This ensures both high utilization of physical resource and low energy consumption.
In order to state appliaction context and problem clearly, we add two notation tables below: . During all the allocation processes, the following conditions must be fulfilled:
Multi-dimensional Optimization Goal
Description to the deployment problem of multi-dimensional resource constraint vector VMs: there are n physical nodes ( , m is number of VMs that has to be allocated ). Resource demands of these VMs include memory, CPU, disk and network bandwidth resources. At this moment, it is necessary to find a reasonable mapping between VM and physical node to meet resource demands of VMs, reduce physical nodes that have to be started as much as possible and increase resource utilization and decrease energy consumption of physical nodes while maintaining healthy operation of users' tasks. The total resource demand of VMs in the mapping shouldn't exceed resource capacity of the corresponding physical node. Definition 1: the maximum resource vector that i pm could provide is ( (1), (2), (3) 
is the number of needed physical nodes to accomplish the user task.
Definition 5:
, iq U is utilization of resource q on i pm .
When users submit VM deployment task to the cloud computing center, the optimization goal is:
where E is Euclidean distance between dimensions of resources
,which is defined in secion 2. 
Multi-dimensional Resource Constraint Relationship
Generally speaking, the total resource demand of VM couldn't exceed the available physical resources in physical machine cluster at any moment. The total resource demands of VMs on every physical machine shall be limited within the total physical resources of the physical machine. Expressions of specific constraints are shown in equation (2) 
In equation (2) 
In equation (3) pm denote the maximum value of CPU resource, memory resource,disk resource and bandwidth resource on i pm . In this paper, maximum resource usages were: 70% CPU, 50% Hard disk, 50% Memory and 70% Network resources. And all the physical resource of datacentre must exceed the required resources which all the virtual machines needed at the same time.
Low Energy Parameter Selection Based on Euclidean Distance

Reason of Euclidean Distance Selection for VM Deployment
How to measure the differences between the actual deployment situation and supposed deployment situation is a very complexed problem. When we consider the problem, there are two choices: Euclidean distance and Mahalanobis distance.
Euclidean distance is usually a distance definition which is often used in many ways. It denotes the real distance between two points which are in the m dimensions space. In this paper, we calculate the similarity degree of resource utilization using Euclidean distance. The closer the distance is, the more similar the resource utility is. In this article, with the closer Euclidean distance, the actual utilization of the physical resource is more closer to the desired deployment result. On the other hand, with the more far distance, the actual virtual machine is more and more deviated from the deployment level required. In this paper, the virtual machine placement problem is considered with four dimensional resources. And at the same time, according to the practice experience value, we set a maximum use of the threshold for each dimension resource respectively. At this point, we are sure that Euclidean distance is very proper to be used.
At first we took consideration of Mahalanobis distance as a parameter to solve this problem because it could not be affected by the concrete dimension. But we found that the value of Mahalanobis distance was affected by some tiny variables easily. That is a fatal weakness. That is why we do not select Mahalanobis distance as the energy consumption parameter now.
With the closer Euclidean distance, the numbers of physical nodes which are enabled will be reduced. So the required physical nodes and other related resources are all will be decreased. From this view, some energy can be decreased quickly. So we select Euclidean distance as a parameter in energy consumption.
Main Calculation Method of Euclidean Distance
Comprehensive use of CPU, Memory, disk and bandwidth resources on physical machines in the could platform influences energy consumption and overall performances of physical machines significantly. YS.DOU et al. [20] implemented a deep experimental analysis on correlation between high performance of physical machines and multi-dimensional resources. Q. Li et al. [19] and YS.DOU et al. [20] pointed out that client application could be controlled by physical machine allocation. For instance, utilization of multi-dimensional physical resources can be measured by loading a corresponding tracer and energy consumption of physical machines could be tested by a power meter. In the experiment, utilization of resources increased gradually. Utilization of CPU, Memory, disk space and network bandwidth increases from 10% to 90% at a steplength of 20%. On this basis, performances of different application programs and energy consumption of physical nodes under different resource utilization could be concluded. According to the experimental results in [9] [20], the minimum energy consumption of physical nodes and satisfying task performance were achieved when utilization of four resources (CPU, Memory, disk and network bandwidth) reaches 70%, 50%, 50% and 70%, respectively [9] [20, 21] . In technical report of Microsoft 2008, system performances stably when network bandwidth and Memory use are limited within 70% and 50%, respectively. Therefore, this paper defined 70%, 50%, 70% and 50% as the ideal fitting point of CPU utilization, disk utilization, network resource utilization and Memory utilization. Here, energy consumption and performances of physical nodes were measured by combining actual utilization of four resources on physical machines after VM deployment and Euclidean distance of ideal fitting points. The comprehensive Euclidean distance of actually started physical nodes was used as the main criterion of energy consumption of the whole system:
In equation (4) and bb u are utilizations of four-dimensional resources (CPU, Memory, disk and network bandwidth) of physical node to reduce energy consumption under the ideal state. E is the Euclidean distance between four-dimensional resources (CPU, Memory, disk and network bandwidth) utilization on all started physical machines in the could platform and the ideal fitting points after VMs deployment. This constraint, together with measured actual resource utilization, could help to determine utilization thresholds of four-dimensional resources (CPU, Memory, disk and network bandwidth) at the minimum energy consumption. This is closer to real cloud environment. The proposed PSO-based VM deployment strategy that takes multi-dimensional resource constraints as premise is mainly established on the basis of equation (3) (4) were determined 70%, 50%, 50% and 70% according to experimental results in [20] and the Microsoft report 2008).
VM Deployment Method Based on Euclidean Distance
Most optimization problems in actual physical environment can be summarized as a multi-objective optimization problem. However, different sub-objectives are often incompatible. In other words, improving one sub-objective is very likely to cause harmful effects on another or several other sub-objectives. Therefore, it is extremely difficult or even impossible to achieve the optimum state of multiple sub-objectives at the same time. In practice, it can only coordinate multiple sub-objectives to optimize the overal objective as much as possible [24, 29] .
In general, virtual machine deployment is optimized based on a single dimension resource. We combined CPU, memory, disk with bandwidth together. From the view of four dimensional resource, virtual machine is placed. Our main goal is raising the resource efficiency by providing physical resource utilization efficiency. In this way, the enabled physical nodes required can be reduced, so the physical energy consumption is saved also. Achieving the deployment of virtual machine is based on the perspective of multidimensional resources in this paper. And the energy standard is based on the Euclidean distance of the multidimensional resources. It is a multi-objective optimization problem. During the process of deployment, Virtual machine is considered as a separate particle. Our deployment is mainly divided into three periods. First, particle positions will be initialized according to the improved first-fit algorithm. Second, the particle positions will be updated according to the evaluation criteria. Third, positions rationalization of the virtual machines will be evaluated. Particle initialization process is showed in section 3.3.2. The process of updating particle positions is showed in section 3.3.3. The judgment of positions rationalization is described in algorithm 3. In section 3.4, we show the whole virtual machines deployment algorithm.
Related Concepts Definition 6: Multi-objective optimization
Multi-objective optimization is a problem to optimize multiple objectives on the given region [27] . Without loss of generality, this paper defined optimization as minimization. , where the decision vector x is composed of n-dimensional decision variables; the objective vector () fx is composed of k-dimensional objectives; and the objective function () fx is the mapping from n-dimensional decision space to the k-dimensional objective space. , x is called as one Pareto optimal solution. The set covering all Pareto optimal solutions is the Pareto [22, 23] optimal solution set. Fig. 1 is a two-dimensional objective space. No mutual dominance was observed among A, B, C and D. Besides, they were not dominated by any solutions. Solution set represented by the arc ABCD is the Pareto optimal solution set and the arc ABCD is the leading edge of Pareto. B dominates F and E is dominated by A, but there's no dominance relation among G, H, E and F. Moreover, the final goal of multi-objective optimization is to get a group of solutions with the best convergence and diversity in the objective space. 
First-fit Algorithm Based on Resource Constraint
Allocate M virtual machines onto N physical nodes. Generally speaking, M is far higher than N . Generate a serial sequence including M virtual machines randomly. The random sequence is then placed into physical nodes one by one by the priori matching heuristic algorithm. Firstly, the first physical node in all used physical nodes is chosen. If four-dimensional resources (CPU, Memory, Disk and network bandwidth) amount of this physical node could satisfy four-dimensional resources requirements of the first virtual machine node, the first virtual machine is selected as the physical node. Otherwise, match it with following used physical nodes one by one until finding the satisfying physical node (suppose N physical nodes could meet allocation requirement of M virtual machines). If no appropriate physical node could be found in all used physical nodes, the first unused physical node is chosen to place the virtual machine (all physical nodes are unused in the beginning). Place other virtual machines into physical nodes through the same way. The improved first-fit algorithm with resource constraint is presented in Algorithm 1: 
Position Updating Strategy Based on Improved PSO
Particle swarm optimization (PSO), an optimization algorithm which was established based on foraging behavior law of birds in late 1990s, could be used for continuous space optimization. It emphasizes on promoting begin development of particle swarm through the information share mechanism. Compared to other evolution algorithms, PSO has fewer parameters, quicker convergence and simpler operation. It is highly appreciated by researchers. Since VM deployment under specific conditions could be viewed as a discretization combinational optimization problem [20, 22, 23] , it could be solved effectively by re-defining particles in the particle swarm and the particle updating process.
Definition of Fitness Function
The objective design fitness function of VM deployment is:
where () fE is Euclidean distance [20, 21] sum between four-dimensional resources utilization (CPU, Memory, disk and network bandwidth) on every physical node and the ideal fitting points of the physical node. Position vector of particles   1  2  3 {x , x , x ,..., x ,..., x } 
Initial Positions of Particles in Particle Swarm
                 If ( 1   ) 1 1 ji s mp   Else 1 0 ji s mp   } If ( ( 1) & &(gb 0) ji ji ss pb  ) { If ( 2   ) 1 1 ji s mp   Else 1 0 ji s mp   } If ( ( 0) & &(gb 0) ji ji ss pb  ) { If ( 1 1   ) 1 1 ji s mp   Else 1 0 ji s mp   } Else { If ( 2 1   ) 1 1 ji s mp   Else 1 0 ji s mp   }
NVMDM Algorithm Based on Particle Swarm
(1) Population initialization Generate a random sequence of virtual machines that have to be deployed. Virtual machine is placed on the first physical node that meets the resource constraint according to Algorithm 1. If there are n virtual machines, a total of n deployment schemes could be gained, that is, n particles in particle swarm. The proposed PSO-based NVMDM algorithm generates particles by the improved first-fit algorithm with resource constraint (Algorithm 2) tries to place particles on used physical nodes. This satisfies resource constraint of particles and ensures full utilization of physical node resources. Particles were evaluated by Euclidean distance and evolved toward high energy efficiency. Position data of particles were updated by the improved binary discrete PSO. It determines new position of particles through probability directly rather than speed transform. This is more efficient than traditional methods. Additionally, new position data of particles that satisfy two constraints in Algorithm 2 are kept, which assures feasibility of new particle position effectively during the evolution process. As a result, the final search results can be regarded as feasible solutions. The proposed algorithm gets the final VM deployment through particle comparison and evolution, and gives more attention to integrity of final deployment.
Experimental Environment Setting and Result Comparison
Simulation Setting
In this part, a simulation experiment was conducted on the Cloudsim platform to verify validity of the proposed NVMDM algorithm. It was confirmed effective in reducing system energy consumption and increase utilization of physical resources. Number of physical machines, system energy consumption and different-dimensional resources utilization of MBFD [21] , multi-dimensional resource scheduling DRF algorithm [26] and the proposed NVMDM algorithm were compared. Cloud platform of 50-500 virtual machines was simulated through the CloudSim simulation platform. Each physical node was equipped with two processors (Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-5500U 3.0GHz), 8G RAM, 4MB L3 Cache, two 5400r 500MB disks. All nodes were connected through Gigabit Ethernet. Parameters are listed in Table 1 . Population size in the simulation experiment was set 40 and iteration times were set 50. 
Result Analysis
Total Euclidean distance of all physical nodes in the cloud platform is the sum of Euclidean distance between CPU utilization, Memory utilization, disk utilization and network resource utilization of physical nodes and the optimum state. Results of three algorithms as the number of virtual machines increases from 50 to 500 are displayed in Fig. 3 to Fig. 7 . The comparison result in Fig. 3 demonstrates the bandwidth utilities of MFDB, DFR and NVMDM in the same experimental conditions. With the variety of virtual machine numbers (range from 50 to 500), the bandwidth utilities of the above three algorithms are all increased respectively. From Fig. 3 we can find that NVMDM algorithm has the best bandwidth utility among MFDB, DFR and NVMDM. In Fig. 4 we can find that the concrete comparison results of different CPU utilities. With the increasing of virtual machine numbers, the CPU utilities of MFDB, DFR and NVMDM are all improved gradually. Under the same experimental conditions, the NVMDM algorithm has the best CPU utility which can reflects the high efficiency of NVMDM. It can be seen from Fig. 5 , the utility of memory is changing accompany with the changing of virtual machine number. Among MFDB, DFR and NVMDM, MFDB algorithm has the lowest memory utility. And NVMDM has the highest memory utility. Though the utilities of different resources are increased with the increasing of number of virtual machines, all of them are in the different thresholds we have supposed in this paper. Fig.  6 shows volatility of disk utilization. If the number of virtual machines is small, MFDB and DFR algorithm are all with the low disk utility. But with the increasing number of virtual machines disk utilization has also improved. From the Fig. 6 we can find that NVMDM has the highest disk utility among the three algorithms. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that Euclidean distance of MBFD algorithm and DRF algorithm increases sharply with the increase of virtual machines, but Euclidean distance of the proposed NMDM algorithm changes slightly. This indicates that the proposed NVMDM algorithm is significantly superior to MBFD algorithm and DRF algorithm in term of Euclidean distance. In a word, as virtual machines increase from50 to 500 gradually, three algorithms have similar network bandwidth utilization when virtual machines increase from 50 to 500 gradually. NVMDM algorithm shows good utilization of network bandwidth when virtual machines exceed 200. The lowest CPU utilization of the proposed NVMDM algorithm is 38% and the maximum CPU utilization doesn't exceed constraint of CPU resources. Although CPU utilization of MBFD algorithm and DRF algorithm increases with the increase of virtual machines, the maximum CPU utilization is 56%, far lower than that of the proposed NVMDM algorithm. Memory utilization of NVMDM algorithm varies from 30% to 49%, while those of MBFD algorithm and DRF algorithm range from 18% to 42% and from 26% to 47%, respectively. Disk utilization is an important index of algorithm performance. Disk utilizations of MBFD algorithm and DRF algorithm are similar, ranging between 31% and 45%. Disk utilization of NVMDM algorithm is between 38% and 49%. Moreover, convergence of three algorithms was compared preliminarily. Although MBFD algorithm and DRF algorithm could converge as time goes on, they have slower convergence than the NVMDM algorithm.
To sum up, in this paper we made a comparative analysis on four-dimensional resources utilization, Euclidean distance and convergence of three algorithms and find that the proposed NVMDM algorithm is significantly superior to MBFD algorithm and DRF algorithm in all aspects.
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper mainly studies virtual machine deployment strategy based on Euclidean distance and multi-objective particle swarm optimization. Combining with energy consumption goal (Euclidean distance), an improved first-fit algorithm based on resource constraint (IFFABRC) is proposed under the basic premise of effective constraints on CPU, Memory, disk and network resources. Initial population sequence of particles is generated on the basis of the IFFRCA. Then, the novel virtual machine deployment method (NVMDM) based on PSO is further put forward. A simulation experiment on MBFD algorithm, DFR algorithm and NVMDM algorithm is carried out. It confirms that NVMDM algorithm is superior to MBFD algorithm and DFR algorithm with respect to multi-dimensional resources utilization and system energy efficiency. However, its superiority in bandwidth resource utilization remains concealed until number of virtual machines reach a certain level. Further research will focus on related causes and solutions.
The utilities of the four dimensional resources (CPU, Memory, Disk and Bandwidth) can be improved in some extent. During the process of virtual machines deployment, the four dimensional resources can be configured efficiently and the enabled physical nodes can be reduced under the same resource requirements with NVMDM algorithm proposed in this paper. But the fault-tolerant mechanism is not considered during the process of VMs deployment. And at the same time the fault-tolerant mechanism is not treated as a metric which can be used to judge the final effect of virtual machine deployment. NVMDM is benefited to improve the resource utility, decrease the enabled physical nodes and promote the stability of cloud platform. Due to the lack of fault tolerant strategy, it can lead to losses to real time virtual machine deployment sometimes.
Therefore, our future work will focus on adding fault-tolerant mechanism properly according to personal requirements and characters of real time problem in the process of virtual machine deployment.
